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IDDS – Integrated Digital
Dispatcher System
Central Communication System with Expansion Options for
Public Authorities and Organisations with Security Tasks
Public authorities and organisations with security tasks (BOS) require adequately equipped command centres to be able to quickly and
eﬀectively deploy their relief units. All incoming emergency calls must be coordinated and dispatched via a central communication
system. In this area, Eurofunk has set a standard with its trend-setting product IDDS. The Integrated Digital Dispatcher System is a
modular integrated digital communications system with numerous extension options and a fault and future-proof switching network
technology operating in the background. In many projects, the IDDS architecture has successfully been used as a very flexible and extremely stable platform for monitoring emergency calls and the radio traffic at command centres.

Modular design

Flexible

Customised

In addition, IDDS provides an optimal integration basis for a concentrated control
centre for controlling various sub-systems.
With its PCM-based switch centre, rapid
call forwarding, the redundant, transparent switching network architecture (for
both the switch centre and the workstations) and the modern Windows based
control centres; IDDS is perfectly equipped to meet even future requirements.
The IDDS from eurofunk can easily be
connected to deployment host computers
from other manufacturers via an open
system interface. eurofunk has already
implemented this solution several times,
oﬀering a eurofunk product for this purpose since early 2001. IDDS system is
successfully being used at more than 200
command centres of security services and
emergency call centres. Numerous industrial and transport firms have chosen this
product.

In addition, IDDS systems are connected
to a redundant communication facility of
a command centre. For this, two IDDS subsystems at diﬀerent locations are connected to one common communication
centre. All workstations use the communication routes of both sub-systems, thus
increasing for instance the availability of
emergency lines. Thanks to the flexibility
of the IDDS core unit, it is also possible to
form command centre clusters. Using this
method, projects have been implemented
where several command centres were
connected by IDDS to form one network.
Assisting services (for example in major
incidents events) or substitute services
can thus be represented at any time.

Variable voice equipment
Voice operation can be implemented on
every workstation either using a handsfree set, a handset, or a combined headset (also wireless). The voice equipment
chosen by the dispatcher is respectively
connected for the communication. It is
also possible to switch to diﬀerent equipment while listening or talking, which will
not interrupt the communication.

Integration
eurofunk installs the control unit of the query and switch facility in sturdy and service-friendly cabinets and equips these with pluggable functional units. The modular
structure can be extended as needed and can be adapted to changed operational requirements.
IDDS – the decentralised intelligence – oﬀers significant redundancy advantages compared with switching centres that operate with a centralised computer control. As the
control intelligence can be allocated to each workstation, operation is still possible even
if one or more workstations should fail. Besides, in the event of a malfunction of individual components, it is possible to continue operating other units of the entire system. if
necessary, an alternative reserve unit stays on stand-by to replace the central PCM switching network. Alternating between the two PCM switching networks can be triggered
by service routings from a workstation having the corresponding authorisation, or via
data line by eurofunk‘s technical service. Another feature ensuring the required availability consists in the redundant power supply unit provided with an automatic switch-over
to hot standby operation.

Customised workstation functions
Every workstation can be assigned according to its tasks diﬀerent functions, and
can also be configured to share functions.
Path control for answering radio calls,
emergency calls and alarm signal distribution can automatically be executed via
the deployment host computer. Digitised
text announcements, silent and audible
alarms, call setups, wake-up alarms, control of building services, access control
monitoring, video monitoring, traffic light
controls or controlling of complex public
address (PA) systems are possible. The
transparent architecture and the corresponding interfaces allow for the implementation of many other applications.
Control via diversity installations
In IDDS, control of send/receive diversity
installations for operating mobile radio
networks (common channel or common
frequency operation) is integrated in the
graphical user interface.
TETRA digital trunking
Digital Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA)
has already been successfully activated
at various customers. TETRA is a digital
trunking standard. Diﬀerent systems have

IDDS
already been connected using IDDS, providing the following features: individual
call, group call, broadcast call (multi-select),
group merging (patch), ambience listening,
emergency call, call authorisation of the
command centre, MH control, aliasing, late
entry. TETRA radiotelephone connection
to IDDS is also possible. This allows the
command centres (e.g. at plant fire departments) to easily communicate with a TETRA network and its terminal devices. This
solution can also be integrated in IDDS as
fall-back concept for command centre connections (e.g. BDBOS network), providing
additional protection in case of line failures
and interruptions. .

Pointers
Freely conﬁgurable touch screen
Touch screens with an efficient, ergonomic and freely configurable Windows
based user interface are the central components of IDDS. The display and control
elements are freely configurable and can
be set up and marked according to the
current operator specifications. All radio
and emergency call monitoring functions
can be retrieved or operated using the different event-driven screens provided by
the deployment host computer.
External workstations
An external workstation can be connected
via an ISDN basic rate access permitting
full access to all functions of the retrieval
unit. The software of the external workstation can be configured to activate specific functions. For example, it is possible
to activate only certain radio channels or
emergency lines on the external workstation. A listen-in channel is additionally
available; whose sources can freely be
selected. External deployment host work-

IDDS touch screen operation

stations can be connected via S0 router.
An external workstation connected via an
ISDN primary multiplex connection has
full access to all functions of the retrieval
unit, in which regard more than ten
listen-in channels are available. It is thus
possible to monitor a large number of radio channels on the external workstation
using separate speakers.

Load relief
LAN bus system
The control of all internal operational
processes in the switching system and
data transmission of the control functions
between the workstations and the control
unit is operated by a LAN bus system.

Voice and text announcements
To give indication about a caller who calls
from a public network, an indication on
the status of his call even in peak load
operation, text information that can be
configured by the user is given as a spoken
announcement after a short (configurable)
waiting period. This „text before reporting“
function eﬀectively reduces the number
of multiple calls and false calls. The used
voice announcement is controlled by
digitised text messages. Allocation of the
text blocks to selected line channels and
the wait message given when calls are
being transferred is in accordance with
the features normally oﬀered by modern
telecommunication systems.
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OMC-system monitoring
Monitoring and remote switching of
radio stations in the radio networks of
the respective command centre can be
implemented by an OMC (operating and
maintenance centre) function. The respectively required control mechanisms can be
operated from the workstation installations and can be configured according to
the specifications of the system operator.
Any malfunctions in case of a failure of
individual functional units in the radio
network can thus be recorded and logged.

The remove switching of radio stations to
activate specific additional functions, in
particular for remote channel switching, is
also available as part of this package.
Simple Network ManagementProtocol SNMP
Individual elements of a central station
are monitored via SNMP. SNMP permits
the following network management tasks,
among others: Monitoring of network
components, error detection and error
reporting.

IDDS at a glance
	Flexible and stable platform for
emergency call and radio channel
monitoring
Future-proof Windows-based system
	Universal and clearly structured user
interface for non-fatiguing, safe work
	Touch control panel that can freely
be configured according to customer
requests (easy-to-learn for dispatcher)
	Event-driven configuration of touch
screen contents
	Features of modern
telecommunication systems
	Open system interface for connection
to deployment host computers from
other manufacturers
	Instantaneous connection of calls
Building services control
Access control monitoring
Video monitoring control
Traffic light controls
Radio remote controls

Alarm transmitters
	Monitoring system (SNMP)
	Integrated short-term documentation
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	dDigital voice announcements for callers (on hold, call status information)
	Integration of send/receive diversity
facilities into the interface
	Monitoring and remote switching of
radio stations within radio network
possible
	Several fall-back levels, enhanced
redundancy through special design
Control of complex PA technology
	Allocation of the control intelligence
to each workstation ( operation is
guaranteed should one or more
workstations fail ).
	Control of all internal operational processes and data transmission for the
control function by LAN bus system

	Easy connection of distributed monitoring locations via ISDN (S0 or S2M)
TETRA-interfaces
	24/7 assistance and remote maintenance by eurofunk support
	IDDS statistic query module as
additional facility for communication
behaviour analysis
	Connection options to a control
centre network
Activation of IP monitoring stations
	Integrated telephone directory with
flexible search functions
	Target dial keys for convenient establishment of communication
	Multilingual user interfaces at the
workstation
	Digital wireless connection
by VoIP or ISDN
	Voice documentation
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